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India, May 2018 
 
In May of this year I travelled to India to teach in study centers where I have taught before.  In one 
center I taught a MINTS course on Ancient Church History.  Part of the first lesson describes the 
persecution which afflicted the Ancient Church in its early years.  In recent months Christians in 
central India have felt that the government monitors their actions more closely than in the past.  A 
few pastors have faced brutal pressure to recant their Christian faith.  So, I wondered whether the 
students would react by discussing the similarity between the Ancient Church's experience and 
their own.  Interestingly, they spoke softly about the subject, as though others might hear them.  
They discussed the issue with sympathy, but not with animation. 
 
At another place I taught a group which 
has advanced well with their studies.  Most 
students are preparing to write their 
Master's theses.  A Master's thesis for 
MINTS usually consists of a commentary 
on a book of the Bible, written in the form 
of a MINTS course.  MINTS seeks to form 
teachers by requiring Master's students to 
teach others with the format by which they 
have learned.  MINTS includes the useable 
courses of students by placing them on the 
MINTS website. 
 

 

 
Students who will write their theses 
 

As I watched my hosts in India this time, I began to notice how much they befriend their Hindu, 
Buddhist and Muslim neighbors and friends.  I noticed how one pastor visited his friends from 
secondary school.  Clearly the friends treated each other with deep respect, though their differing 
faiths separated them spiritually.  Another pastor stands ready to assist his Hindu neighbors when 
they find a snake in their yard.  Hindus will not harm snakes because they regard snakes as divine.  
But they have no qualms asking the Christian pastor, living next to them, to kill the snake for them.  
So, the pastor always has available in his house--at a place which he will always remember--a large 
stick which works as a club to protect his family and his neighbors.  One pastor befriends the 
Muslim manager of a hotel where I stay when I visit his city.  In places where Christians feel 
persecuted, they befriend their neighbors partially for protection.  But they also befriend their 
neighbors so that hopefully they will win some to Christ.  It seems to me that their lives serve as 
noteworthy examples for us to follow.    



Translation Projects 

The project of translating 20 MINTS courses into Telugu continues, but at a slower pace than we 
had hoped. On my trip I visited with the manager of this project. He has employed more capable 
translators. 

I regard this as a very strategic project. More than 75 million people in India speak Telugu as their 
primary language. Telugu ranks as one of India's 4 most widely-spoken languages. It stands as 
the world's 15th most spoken as a primary language. Leaders of a Presbyterian church and of a 
Reformed church--both Telugu-speaking --believe that this project will help them immensely to 
train their future church leaders. The courses reflect all the departments of theology which we 
expect in a balanced theological curriculum. 

The work of translating courses into Telugu includes significant challenges. The alphabet which 
Telugu uses consists of 16 vowels, 41 consonants and 3 markings. To write many of the letters, 
keyboardists must use combinations of computer keys. As a result, few Indians know how to type 
the Telugu language. Therefore, the process usually begins with the translators writing their 
translations by hand. Next, trained typists type the translations on their computers. Finally, the 
translators and readers read the printed text to check it for accuracy. So the process requires 
many hours of work for members of the team to perform. 

We thank the Lord that generous contributors have made the vital funds available. Presently 
someone is typing the seventh course. But the remaining work will pose a significant challenge 
during the rest of this year and probably all of next year. I include several lines from a translated 
course on the Doctrine of Man so you can see a part of the finished product. 
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Prayer Requests 

• Please continue to pray for progress in the Telugu Translation Project. And offer thanks for the
funds which we have received.

• Please pray as I write a course on the Heidelberg Catechism. I hope to finish it in July.
• Pray that students will learn meaningfully so that their studies with MINTS will help them in their

ministries.
• Thank the Lord for the needed funding in the past. Pray for his continued provision.

Financial Support 

If you would like to support this work financially, please send your gifts to the following: 

In the United States: In Canada: 
Write your check to: 

First United Reformed Church. 

Send it to: 
VanderPolSupportFund 
First United Reformed Church 
6159 Riverside Drive 
Chino, CA 91710 

Write your check to: 
Covenant Reformed Church. 

Send it to: 
Covenant Reformed Church - Rev. Vander Pol 
Covenant Reformed Church of Toronto 
259 Albion Road 
Toronto, ON M9W 3P 
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